Barron Lighting Group Introduces
Round LED Garage Canopy
Glendale, AZ – April 26, 2018 – Barron Lighting Group, the parent
company to Trace-Lite commercial and industrial lighting, announces
the addition of its new RCL Series round LED garage canopy solution.
“Barron Lighting Group is proud to launch our new RCL Series of
round LED canopies in the Trace-Lite brand. The RCL rounds out our
offering of LED ceiling mount solutions for garage and canopy
applications, replacing up to 250W HID for retrofit installations. With
its low-profile and domed optics, the RCL provides uplight to
eliminate any cave effect, without sacrificing light distribution performance,” said Alan Tracy, President of
Barron Lighting Group.
Trace-Lite offers LED lighting solutions including wallpacks, flood lighting, garage/canopy lighting and
high/low bays for indoor and outdoor commercial and industrial lighting applications. The addition of center
baskets, strips, wraps, undercabinets and recessed downlights allows for a complete product offering perfect
for new construction or retrofits alike.
The RCL low-profile round LED canopy features a domed lens allowing uplight and improved light
distribution. Its high-performance light engine is designed for maximum efficacy and heat dissipation. The
RCL is offered with an optional integral 1-10V dimming occupancy sensor to maximize energy savings. This
product is ideal for applications including, but not limited to, parking garages, schools, office complexes, light
commercial developments, apartments, walkways, entryways and stairwells.
For more information about Trace-Lite’s RCL round LED garage canopy, visit the webpage, download the
sales sheet, or download the spec sheet.
About Barron Lighting Group
Barron Lighting Group, based out of Glendale, Arizona, manufactures and markets a comprehensive line of
lighting solutions in LED and HID fixtures for commercial and industrial applications and is the parent
company to four brands: Exitronix emergency lighting, Trace-Lite commercial and industrial lighting,
specialtyLED commercial and decorative lighting, and Growlite® indoor and greenhouse horticultural lighting.
For more information, visit barronltg.com.
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